Isolated Submental Lymphadenopathy
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Abstract
A 5 year old female presented to clinic with a lump under her chin. She had a similar lump two months ago but the parents stated that it spontaneously resolved in a few days. There was no history of fever and there were no pets. Her past medical history was significant for epilepsy which was controlled with zonisamide. On physical examination a 3x2.5 cm, soft, nontender, nonmobile submental mass and perioral dermatitis were noted. (Figures 1, 2) A complete blood count (CBC) and an ultrasound (US) were ordered.
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Introduction
Masses in the head and neck region have several causes but most cases in children are infectious [1]. (Figure 3) Local staphylococcal and streptococcal infections can present with submandibular lymphadenopathy; however, children are usually febrile and the nodes are usually tender. Viral pathogens, adenovirus and RSV, and cat scratch disease secondary to Bartonella henselae and nontuberculosis mycobacteria are also possible [2, 3, 4]. Thyroglossal duct cysts present as midline neck masses and occur in approximately 7% of the population [5]. During embryologic development the thyroid gland migrates from the base of the tongue to the neck. If the remaining duct fails to obliterate, cysts can occur. Because they are near the hyoid bone, elevation can be noted with swallowing and tongue protrusion [5].

Case Report
Lymphadenopathy secondary to malignancy lacks signs of acute inflammation such as erythema and warmth and patients can have constitutional symptoms such as weight loss, fever, and fatigue [6]. Supraclavicular or posterior cervical adenopathy are particularly worrisome [7, 8]. Cervical adenopathy in patients less than 6 years old is associated with neuroblastoma and leukemia whereas in patients older than 6 years it is more commonly associated with Hodgkin’s lymphoma, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and rhabdomyosarcoma [7, 9].

Anticonvulsants can cause lymphadenopathy or a Drug Induced Hypersensitivity Reaction (DIHS) [10]. Our patient was taking Zonisamide but lacked other features of DIHS such as generalized lymphadenopathy, fever, and eosinophilia.

Most children with cervical lymphadenopathy do not require laboratory testing; a two to four week period of observation is reasonable for nodes that are small, soft, and mobile [9]. The American College of Radiology recommends US for initial imaging for afebrile children with a neck mass [1, 10]. US can differentiate between lymph nodes and other etiologies. When systemic illness is suspected, a CBC may be helpful [10]. If lymphadenopathy fails to regress after 4-6 weeks, a biopsy may be indicated [9, 11]. Indications for excisional biopsy include an enlarged supraclavicular node, a node larger than 3cm, nodes in pediatric patients with history of malignancy, and constitutional findings [9]. Fine needle aspiration is useful in the management of cervical lymphadenopathy, however, it is less helpful in children due to a different differential diagnosis in this patient population [6].

In conclusion, when our patient returned two days later, the mass had reduced in size by almost 50%. Her CBC was normal and the US revealed a submental node measuring 1.2 x 1 x 0.5 cm. Therefore, we suspected that lip-licker’s dermatitis was the most likely etiology [12]. Lip moisturizers were recommended along with avoidance of her lip licking habit [11, 12].
Figure 1: Inferior view of submental mass measuring 3x2.5 cm

Figure 2: Perioral dermatitis

Figure 3: Common lymphatic drainage of the head and neck
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